Your monthly dose of memories from Memoir for Me!

July Updates: Client Love, On Loss,
Partnerships, and Heroes
Happy Clients
Watch this short video on how
Memoir for Me created once-in-alifetime gifts for these clients and
how we can create a special
memory book for your family.

Watch Video

From the Blog: On Loss
Grief is a natural part of life, but it doesn't lessen the
impact that these moments have on us. This year has
brought many great things, but also moments of
sadness that have brought me to my knees.

Read More

In Lighter News... A New Partnership!
Memoir for Me is thrilled to announce a new collaboration with Chicago's
own TK Photography to elevate photo books to the next level! Combine
the photographic expertise of TK with the storytelling experts at Memoir
for Me and you have a gift that's truly priceless.
Let us tell the story of your baby's first year!
Let us capture all the funny things your toddler says!
Photos only tell half the story. A book from TK and Memoir for Me can
document the hilarious highs and humbling lows that a child can bring.
Several packages are available! Learn More

Sieze the Book, Sieze the Pen!
The Northwest Side is lucky to have a pop-up used
bookstore, Carpe Librum (4047 N. Milwaukee) in the
Portage Park neighborhood. If you haven't checked
them out, get in there before they are gone along with
our summer! Books, movies and more all under $5 and
proceeds go to nonprofit Turning the Page.
I'll be hosting my next memoir writing workshop here!
Join me on Wednesday, August 10, from 2-3pm.
Only $15/per person. Email me to RSVP.

Meet Another Northwest Side Hero of 2016!
Below is the second of a series of stories on neighborhood heroes nominated by people like you!
Stay tuned for more special stories on these outstanding citizens.

Tai Goodrich
Tai Goodrich is a loving wife, mom of three, and
entrepreneur here in Jefferson Park. Her unique
business was born out of personal experience and
seeing the same struggle in the women around her.
"I was a stay at home mom. My husband, kids,
and home took priority. I started feeling bad about
myself and didn't feel confident."
Tai has always had a knack for hair and makeup
and styled her friends and family. While working and talking with them, she noticed she wasn't
alone in her struggles. Read More

Thanks for reading! See you next month. - Nora
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